
INSPIRATION:
12/30/2020 _ BE Intuitive and Changeable

AZ - Aquarius Rising. As we move through 
Aquarius, we embrace the dance. Aquarius 
is the natural 11th sign, and precedes Pisces. 
Transformation is imminent, and Aquarius is the 
energy of feeling the pull of the new, and being 
bogged down with the task to complete the work 
from current cycle. You can do this. The Grace of 
the Jupiter and Saturn conjunction will support 
you. Get Busy and Get it DONE. Set Deadlines 
and TAKE NO EXCUSES.

Harness your focus and complete the work.

The Weeks energy forecast asks can we be 
intuitive and changeable?

*  Look at opportunities in your Yoga and mantra 
practice to be intuitive. -

What does your intuitive Sun Salute Look Like,

Practice an intuitive Tree Posture each week this 
month. - Will your Roots or branches be more 
varied over the course of this months

*  As You look at your plans for 2021? How 
Changeable are the plans? Are You Ok with un- 
Changebale plans

SUPPORT

Flower Essences : Cherry Plum

Mantra : GATE GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE 
BODHI SVAHA

PLANET REVIEW

Inspiration is to highlight the 3rd and 6th Houses 
this month. The 3rd and 6th Houses are Ruled by 

the Planet Mercury. The 3rd House is an Air Sign 
and the the 6 th house is an Earth sign.

The 3rd House is related to work with our hands. 
The 6th House is related to work, duty and 
service.

Mercury is the speedy planet of communication. 
Budhi is the cosmic name for Mercury It has an 
inner orbit of the Sun to the Earth. Our inner orbit 
may be related to our intellecet. Our Intellect is 
connected to our cosmic past. Karmic Intelligence 
is called wisdom. This is never lost over time. 
Old souls posses a higher degree of budhi than 
younger souls

MERCURY And SUN Conjunction

Keep the Ball Rolling and Tune Into your Soul. 
This Energy is bringing the opportunity for Soul 
level communication.

Tap Into Your Soul

Look for Courage, Ask for the Opportunity to 
express yourself, Be Patient

Speak From Your Heart, Express Your Human-
ness.

MOON DATA:

YOGA:: SUN SALUTE YOU TUBE LINK

MEDITATION: LINK


